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Technology to meet the highest 
standards  
 
Reliable safety brakes for future-orientated 
RoboDrive motors  
 
Drives in the robotics sector require a maximum of 
dynamics and precision, but at the same time must be 
kept as small and lightweight as possible. For this 
reason, the German Aerospace Centre has created 
with its RoboDrive motors a new motor technology 
which unites a high torque development and 
performance density – and this with minimal weight 
and use of construction space. The motor developers 
have relied on safety brakes by mayr® power 
transmission. The high-performance ROBA®-
servostop® brakes are not only extremely slimline and 
lightweight, but also provide reliable, constant holding 
torques over the entire lifetime. 
 
Whether robots interact with people in production lines, 
undertake high-precision operations in hospitals or repair 
aeroplanes – the future-orientated RoboDrive motors are 
used everywhere where installation space is limited and 
lightweight constructions are required, but at the same 
time maximum precision and dynamics have to be 
achieved. These motors have been developed by the 
German Aerospace Centre (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- 
und Raumfahrt DLR) especially for robotics requirements. 
Since 2005, the RoboDrive transmission technology, 
manufactured by TQ Systems GmbH, has been available 
as a commercial product. “Our motors have the highest 
torque densities on the market”, explains Dipl-Ing. Manfred 
Schedl, Head of Mechatronics in the Business Unit TQ-
Drives at TQ Systems GmbH. “Parameters such as 
synchronisation, dynamics and optimum thermal 
connections are orientated on the particularly high 
requirements of the robotics sector. This means that the 
motor design is optimised for the holding of loads and for 
maximum dynamics when accelerating.” In the motors, the 
compact and robust ROBA®-servostop® safety brakes by 
mayr® power transmission are used. With their extremely 
slimline construction shape and low weight, they have also 
been tailored to robotics requirements and are easily able 



to withstand the demanding ambient conditions in the 
robotics sector. After power switch-off or in case of power 
failure, the brakes ensure that the axes are held reliably 
and safely in any position, thus guaranteeing maximum 
operating safety.   
 
High flexibility and performance density 
 
With the stator-rotor installation kits from the ILM series, 
the so-called Servo Kits, the RoboDrive technology 
provides individual solutions for structure-integrated power 
transmission. “Adapted to the very different drive tasks, 
the Servo Kits are directly designed at the customer site in 
the applications”, explains Manfred Schedl. “Based on 
these Servo Kits, our customers develop their own 
actuators. In addition, however, we also offer a 
development service for customer-specific overall 
solutions”. The advantages of the stator-rotor installation 
kits are, in addition to their low weight and compact 
installation space, above all their hollow shaft design, 
which permits the insertion of signals, media, rays and 
cables as well as the integration of gear elements, spindle 
nuts or lenses. In addition to Servo Kits and housed solid 
and hollow shaft motors, the RoboDrive range includes 
gear motors of the construction series RD-HD and RD-PG, 
which are characterised by the highest performance 
density in the branch. In order to save construction space 
and weight, the planetary gear (series RD-PG) or the 
Harmonic Drive gear (construction series RD-HD) are 
directly integrated into the motor housing, as are different 
position sensors. “In all motors, an integration possibility is 
provided for the ROBA®-servostop® safety brakes”, says 
Manfred Schedl. “The brakes are characterised through 
small outer diameters and yet large drill hole diameters for 
the hollow shaft design. Tailored to the respective motor, 
the brakes only have a length of 10-15 mm, and weigh 
very little. In addition, the brakes actuate magnetically 
extremely quickly: With switching times of 8-15 ms, they 
are five to ten times faster than other brakes”. 
 
Safety due to the fail-safe principle 
 
During the development of lightweight construction brakes, 
mayr® power transmission has been able to look back on 
experience gathered from long-standing collaborations 
with the German Aerospace Centre. “Our lightweight 
construction brakes, the development of which began 
almost 20 years ago during the course of the LBR II 
research project, have established themselves today as a 
marketable standard solution, and prove their worth in  



countless everyday robotics applications across the 
world”, explains Helmut Kleinheinz, Sales Manager at 
mayr® power transmission in Mauerstetten. “Today, the 
challenge is to cater for extremely different installation 
situations with an expedient modular system”. ROBA®-
servostop® brakes are spring applied, electromagnetic 
safety brakes which work according to the fail-safe 
principle: When de-energised, screw springs press against 
the armature disk. The rotor with the friction linings, which 
is directly screwed together with the customer component, 
is held between the armature disk and the brake plate. 
When the power is switched on, a magnetic field is built 
up. The armature disk is attracted against the spring 
pressure towards the coil carrier. The rotor is released and 
the motor can run freely.  
Fail-safe principle therefore means that, after switching off 
the power, or in case of power failure or emergency stop, 
the brake works reliably and safety and keeps the axes in 
any position required. This serves the protection of people 
and materials and is just as important for example in 
industrial robots, which collaborate with people in 
production lines, as in medical technology. If, for example, 
a power failure occurs during a working process, the robot 
arm undertaking the working step must be held 
immediately and accurately, and may not drop or crash in 
an uncontrolled manner.  
 
Robust and reliable 
 

Safety brakes by mayr
®
 power transmission are especially 

designed for the high robotics requirements and guarantee 
reliable, constant holding torques across the entire 
lifetime. They feature high performance density, are wear-
free and can be used even in demanding ambient 
conditions, for example at temperatures within the motor 
of up to 120°C. The brakes are also characterised by the 
high permitted friction work with dynamic braking actions: 
Normally, load mass ratios (load/motor) of 3:1 or smaller 
are selected in favour of good control properties and high 
dynamics. On the ROBA®-servostop® brakes, high 
permitted friction work and friction powers mean that load 
mass ratios of 30:1 and more are possible. The simple 
and robust design of the safety brakes permits simple, fast 
and reliable installation: The operating air gap is specified 
at the factory. In contrast to permanent magnetic brakes, 
no exact axial positioning on the motor shaft is required. 
The ROBA®-servostop® brakes always work accurately 
and reliably; the magnetic air gap is not influenced by the 
mechanical installation situation. “Our brakes are all 
subjected to a comprehensive final inspection on modern 



test benches, during which all operationally-relevant 
criteria are inspected and permanently archived”, explains 
Helmut Kleinheinz. “This ensures the consistently high 
quality of our products and permits their 100% traceability 
– as reliability and safety do not allow for compromises”. 
 
The development continues 
 
In future, TQ Systems GmbH will develop the RoboDrive 
technology of components and motor manufacturers right 
up to system suppliers. “We are currently working on the 
development of our own converter, which is characterised 
through maximum controller cycle frequencies, and is five 
times faster than the converters currently available on the 
market” says Manfred Schedl, thus providing a brief 
glimpse into the future. “In this way, the product also 
utilises the possible dynamics of our motors in terms of the 
controller”.  
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Fig. 1: 
F-6-78-Fig.1.jpg 
With the stator-rotor installation kits from the ILM 
series, the so-called Servo Kits, the RoboDrive 
technology provides individual solutions for 
structure-integrated power transmission – for 
maximum flexibility and performance density.  
Image source: TQ-Systems GmbH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: 
F-6-78-Fig.2.jpg 
The compact hollow shaft motors of the RD 
series, which are based on the tried and tested 
stator-rotor installation kits, are characterised by 
their maximum hollow shaft diameter and the 
highest performance density in the branch.  
Image source: TQ-Systems GmbH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: 
F-6-78-Fig.3.jpg 
The ROBA®-servostop® safety brakes are tailored to 
robotics requirements with their extremely slimline 
construction shape and their low weight, and are easily 
able to withstand the demanding ambient conditions in 
such applications. After switching off the power or in case 
of power failure, the brakes ensure a reliable and secure 
stop in any position.  
Image source: mayr® power transmission 
 
 
 
 

 

 


